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ABSTRACT 

During the last two decades the Internet has been emerged as a dominant media for 

communication. For examples simples mail communication, facebook, twitter, e-

commerce, etc. are the major areas of usage of the Internet. Providing security to the data 

in Internet is a big challenge. We have cryptography and steganography to provide 

security to the data in the Internet. The purpose of cryptography is to encipher the data, so 

that the intruder cannot understand it. While using cryptography for secret 

communication, the intruder can not understand the data, but can notice the 

communication.  But if we use steganography, the user cannot even notice the 

communication. Steganography is a technique to hide data inside another carrier like 

image, audio, video, and text without altering the original visual quality of the carrier. 

Image steganography hides secret data inside a carrier image. The efficacy of a 

steganography algorithm is measured by three main quality parameters like hiding 

capacity (HC), distortion measure, and attack resistance.  

     Least significant bit (LSB) substitution, pixel value differencing (PVD), quotient value 

differencing (QVD), pixel value correlation (PVC), adaptive PVD,  and modulus function 

(MF) are very well-known steganography principles. Regular-singular (RS) analysis, and 

pixel difference histogram (PDH) analysis are the steganalysis to detect LSB substitution 

based, and pixel value difference based steganography techniques respectively. This 

research work identifies three research problems, (1) fall off boundary problem (FOBP) in 

recent PVD based techniques, (2) HC of APVD techniques are low due to unused block 

problem (UBP), and (3) PDH analysis does not detect multi-directional PVD techniques. 

To address these three problems, we propose three new works as discussed in the 

following paragraphs. 

     This first research work proposes a new steganography scheme using two principles, (i) 

quotient value difference (QVD), and (ii) pixel value correlation (PVC). It does not suffer 

from FOBP unlike many steganography techniques that use the principle of pixel value 

differencing. It performs two stages of embedding in 3×3 size disjoint pixel blocks. The 

first stage of embedding procedure performs QVD and remainder replacement (RR) on 

central pixel and its upper, left, right, and lower neighbor pixels. Based on the new values 

of these five pixels, PVC embedding procedure is applied on the remaining four corner 

pixels of the block. The experimental results are found to be improved. The HC is very 
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high with acceptable level of distortion. Security check was performed using RS and PDH 

analyses. It has been observed from experimental results that PDH curves of the stego-

images do not show any zig-zag shape, that means PDH test could not detect this 

steganography technique. Furthermore, it is also noticed from the RS curves that the 

regular-singular conditions like  ≈ >  ≈  are satisfied, it means that RS test 

could not detect this steganography technique. 

     The second research work proposes a new steganography technique based on 

remainder replacement (RR), adaptive quotient value differencing (AQVD), and quotient 

value correlation (QVC). It performs embedding and extraction operation on 3-by-3 

disjoint pixel blocks. It possesses two advantages, (i) avoids UBP and (ii) makes a tradeoff 

between HC and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). From the 3-by-3 size pixel block two 

new blocks are derived, (i) the remainder block, and (ii) the quotient block. Each 

remainder in remainder block is decimal equivalent of 2 binary bits, so it is substituted by 

decimal equivalent of two secret bits. Each quotient in quotient block is decimal 

equivalent of six binary bits. AQVD procedure is applied to hide data in four corner pixels 

of the quotient block. The top-middle and bottom-middle quotients are used as reference 

values for AQVD procedure. In left-middle, centre, and right-middle quotients, QVC 

embedding procedure is applied to hide the data, by using their respective top and bottom 

neighbors as reference values. The experimental results prove that there is a fair balance 

between HC and PSNR. The recorded HC and PSNR values are superior than that of the 

existing techniques. Furthermore, RS and PDH analyses could not detect this technique. 

     The third research work proposes a multi-directional PDH (MDPDH) technique which 

can detect multi-directional PVD (MDPVD) techniques. In fact, the proposed MDPDH 

technique checks one direction in 1×2 size blocks, two directions in 1×3 size blocks, three 

directions in 2×2 size pixel blocks, five directions in 2×3 or 3×2 size pixel blocks, and 

eight directions in 3×3 size blocks. This MDPDH technique comprises five algorithms 

altogether. The experimental results reveal that this proposed MDPDH technique is 

capable of detecting all kinds of MDPVD techniques. 

      

 

 


